
SITUATIONAL CRIME PREVENTION

Situational crime prevention (SCP) is a criminological perspective that calls for expanding the crime-reduction role well
beyond the justice system. SCP sees.

Thus, SCP focuses on crime prevention rather than the punishment or detection of criminals and its intention
is to make criminal activities less appealing to offenders. Defensible space: Crime prevention through urban
design. Thousand Oaks: Sage. Yet some of the techniques classified previously do come at a certain price,
sometimes too expensive and thus unavailable to the average citizen. Automated traffic enforcement systems
ATES use automated cameras on the roads to catch drivers who are speeding and those who run red lights.
Any of the techniques classified earlier need to be wisely tailored to the situations in which they are put into
effect, looking at the type of offenders it seeks to deter. Using the set of opportunity reducing techniques, it is
easy to protect your belongings. Routine activity theory relies on the occurrence of three key characteristics: a
motivated offender, a suitable victim, and a lack of control. Theoretical foundation can include virus
protection programs, personalized pins, card chip readers; these are all basic examples of how the IT world
uses target hardening to keep information secure. Displacement: A review of the empirical literature. Security
Journal, 7 1 ,  These systems have been installed and are advertised as an attempt to keep illegal driving
incidences down. Zygmunt Bauman has accused such measures of turning contemporary cities in the period of
fluid modernity into "fortress cities" where people are at once controlled and kept safe. Removal of excuses is
aimed at lesser offenders, who engage in petty crimes in daily life, but will not affect hardened offenders.
Instead, he is stimulated to offend by specific behavioural cues or stressors, often while performing
care-giving duties. Home Office Research Study no. Clarke noted the relevance of offenders testing the limits
of the prevention techniques and sometimes being able to find weaknesses Clarke,  These are good tactics,
along with signs that may read that the store is under surveillance or that there is an alarm system. The use of
crime "scripts" has been touted as a method of administering safeguards. This is because offenders might
overestimate the reach of those measures. Crime and everyday life: Insight and implications for society. The
highest ranked on the list included burglar alarms connected to law enforcement agencies, electronic window
sensors, closed circuit television, and security patrols - such measure come at great costs for an individual
Shover,  Government Printing Office. There is no question, based on evidence from the police as well as from
a range of criminological studies, that burglar alarms, CCTV and improved car security features all have a
significant impact on reducing specific crimes. Beverly Hills: Sage. The commissions agree on the role of
municipalities, because they are best able to organize the strategies to tackle the risk factors that cause crime.
Routine precautions, criminology, and crime prevention. Increase collaboration and exchange of information
on violence prevention. Displacement can be achieved through different ways in response to the prevention
techniques, an offender might attempt to: commit it elsewhere geographic displacement or at a different time
temporal displacement , alter his modus operandi tactical displacement , pick a different target or victim target
displacement , or engage in a different category of crime activity-related displacement Reppetto, ; Gabor, 
Cambridge: Ballinger. Secondary prevention uses intervention techniques that are directed at youth who are at
high risk to commit crime, and especially focus on youth who drop out of school or get involved in gangs. The
greater the number of risk factors present the greater the risk of criminal involvement. The situational crime
prevention has been scrutinized and criticized over the years. Answering to critiques Wortley, , Cornish and
Clarke increased the techniques to twenty-five, by adding another category focusing on reducing provocations.
In , he published a core list of twelve techniques aimed at reducing a variety of offenses. Accepting the
possibility of abuse at home and in the family. From that perspective the situational crime prevention methods
provide a challenge and therefore extra levels of thrill and risk. Specialist systems to programme expertise for
fraud detection in the shape of rules. Crime prevention: Social control, risk and understanding late modernity.
The particular opportunities and dynamics of a situation are said to present cues, stressors, temptations and
perceived provocations, which trigger motivation. Monsey: Criminal Justice Press. Pattern recognition to
identify groups or patterns of behaviour either automatically or to match certain inputs.


